Accidents will, happen "
,

,

DUNCAN CAMPBELL and NORMAN
SOLOMON" investigate a 'minor
incident' which could have showered
Clydeside with plutonium, and.the
evidence for the instability of nuclear
deterrent technology
I

THREE WEEKS AGO at the Holy Loch
base near Glasgow, nightmare lurched
abruptly onto reality's threshold.
A
Poseidon missile, holding ten nuclear war- '
heads, was being winched between the
mother-ship Los Alamos and the submarine
USS Holland. The winch ran free, and the
missile plunged 17 feet. Automatic brakes
caught it just above the Holland's hull.
Swinging wildly, the Poseidon smashed into'
the mother-ship's side.
.
Everyone froze. 'We all thought we'd be
blown _away', said an eyewitness.
The risk was not thermonuclear explo-_
sion - but detonation in the fierce, sensitive
chemical explosives of the warhead triggersystem, possibly involving the rocket's
propellant fuel and other warheads aboard
the Holland and the Los Alamos. Ships and
men would have been engulfed in a radioac.tive cloud. In 1979, the US General
Accounting Office estimated that the consequences of such an acCident would be
"Norman Solomon investigated the hazards of the LX09
explosive with support from the Center for Investigative
Journalism in California,
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a radiological cigar-shaped cloud extending'
from the, . , scene for up to 28 miles, with a
maximum width of 2.5 miles.

'

though, may be most significant in terms of
the danger illuminated.

DESIGN OF LX09 began in the early
Given a prevailing wind, such a cloud would
reach the heart of Glasgow from Holy -sixties, with the demand for warheads to
Loch.
yield more power for a given size. This was
The exact margin of the city's, escape is the technological accompaniment to the
. unclear, because the US, Navy - despite, move away from the first deterrJnt theory
Pentagon promises of full, volunt~ry disclo- of Mutual Assured Destruction (MAD),
sure over accidents with nuclear weapons - towards various doctrines of 'graduated' or
'flexible' response. MAD collapsed, betried first to conceal the incident, and then
cause of the emptiness of threatening to'
to cloak it in disingenuous announcements.
But -there is high probability that the destroy the world - with just a few very big,
very 'dirty' bombs - in response to marginwarheads involved were among the 'hunal transgressions by an enemy.
dreds" admitted to contain the unstable
Speed of response, also, was integral to
explosive LX09. Testshave shown an LX09
sample is likely to detonate if a weight falls the new theories required to repair the
plausibility of deterrence; and it led to a
on it from just over 13·inches.
'
. Strenuous efforts have been made, with logic of lighter, faster-firing solid-fuel rocksome success in news-coverage terms, to ets, armed with lightweight multiple warheads - the logic of Polaris,Poseidon
and
suggest that the character of LX09 -,though
brightly lit by the Holy Loch incident - is Trident.
Smaller, higher-yielding warheads dejust a recondite problem of weapons enmand more power and less bulk in the
gineering. But the true story is one of
'chemical-explosive elements used to force
determined, long-term cover-up, imposed
nuclear material into explosive' chainbecause' the instabilities of LX09 are inreaction. LX09 was the answer, a plastic
timately bound up with the theory and
explosive solid for machining.into 'shaped
practice of nuclear 'weaponry: so far from
charges' on special lathes. '
being peripheral, they go to the heart of the
But practical high-explosives, combining
system's credibility. Unwillingly for the
within their make-up incompatible qualmost part, the US Government has admitities, are physical chemistry's schizophreted to 32 nuclear-weapons accidents over
nics. Alfred Nobel paid with weight and
the past 3:'5, years. One, atLakenheath,
bulk when he domesticated nitroglycerine
Suffolk 'in 1956 was hidden for 22 years.
into dynamite by mixing it with stabilizers:
Others, inSpain and Greenland, demanded
since his day, chemical manipulation has
huge clean-up operations.
Holy Loch,
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become vastly more sophisticated, but the
risk of 'pushing' explosives remains unchanged in principle.
Evidence now available shows that LX09
became suspect almost as soon as the first
Poseidon warheads were built. It was found
to have 'erratic behaviour when fabricated
into parts for nuclear' weapons'. It was
manufactured with variable composition
due to systematic, error in production and
testing, and one of its developers admitted
it to be 'drastically unstable'.
, By 1973, a report from the Lawrence
Livermore weapons design laboratory described a 'high rejection rate of production
parts machined from this material'. And a
year later, another report ~ent further:
LX09 displays some very uridesirable properties , . . The reaction levels observed are
generally quite high and independent of
impact velocity. Thus LX09 exhibits both low
threshold velocity for 'reaction and rapid
buildup to violent reaction. Any accidental
mechanical ignition, has a large probability of
building to a violent deflagration or detonation',

When it explodes, it all explodes -·a direct
consequence.of its high power. _
IN THE MOST BASIC sensitivity test,
called 'H 50', metal weights are dropped
from various heights on to samples of explosive, to see What impact will cause most of
them to go off. For LX09, the height is just
over 13 inches. And, three years further on,
another report said that 'tests . . . indicate
increased sensitivity with age'.
.
It should not, theri, have been a surprise
when LX09's instability caused a major.
accident. On 30 Match 1977 a sample
casting or 'billet' was being machined at the
Pantex plant in Amarillo, Texas, where US
nuclear warheads are built. A rubber
mallet; as usual, was used 'to tap it into place
on a lathe. It detonated, setting off other
explosive present, and killed three workers.
All work on LX09 and similar explosives
was suspended, then stopped. A year later,
the'US Navy began .returning all W68
Poseidon warheads to the Pantexplant for a
~retrofit': although the programme itself
was announced, the purpose of replacing
LX09 with a new and supposedly safer
explosive was kept secret.
. I
The truth only came to light when
compensation lawsuits from the Pantex
victims' dependants came to trial, with
disclosure, of large quantities of scientific
data. Even today, 'hundreds' of the 496
Poseidon warheads still contain LX09.
Earlier this year, a little-noticed US
Congressional hearing elicited part of the
background. Major General William Hoover, in charge of nuclear weapons production, said:
r
The problem (with Poseidon warheads) had
to do with the particular high-explosive that
was used in that system {sentences deleted
from published version) , , , we determined
• that the high-explosive should be replaced.
We were fortunate in that we had done some
tests'with an alternate high explosive, so that
in this case we were able to make the
substitution without having to do any more
additional nuclear testingIsentences deleted)
. , , So that gives us a great deal more
confidence,
'

Given that the real nature of LX09 was

ignored and concealed for five years, claims decline to say Whether the incident had
been classified as a 'Broken Arrow':-,wliicb'"'
for the safety of the 'alternate' may evoke
can. inyolve nuclear detonation,
60nscepticism, especially as the drive for more
and more sophisticated warheads continues
nuclear detonation; radioactive contaminaunabated: Recently, Gen. Hoover toldus in ,tion, theft and 'a public hazard, actual 9T
an interview that the 'problems' were not to implied' - or whether it was assigned to a
do with safety, but with 'deterioration' of lesser category such as 'BentISpear' o~ 'Dull
the bonds between 'the explosives and the Sword'. They argue that to do so would be
nuclear components.
It was just 'eo- to break with US policy of refusing to
'incidence' that replacement of LX09 began' 'confirm or deny the presence of nuclear
a year after its use was barined.
weapons at any particular location'.
The reported 'bonding' problerri has been
One day after the accident, they were
linked with a different kind of military
asked about a rumour of a missile 'falling in
concern - that warheads might not explode
the water' , and denied it. Then residents of
when fired. But Gen .. Hoover denies-that
Dunoon, where about one-third of the
this would affect the Poseidon weapon's
population are connected. with the US
"reliability of operation' within its 12-year Navy, \ began to hear stories about the'
operational-life.
'alert', and reporters began to' assemble a
In fact,
problems
.of preventing· picture of events which, has been largely,
accidental detonation are closely related to though not wholly, substantiated by US
those of ensuring nuclear detonation on Navy admissions.
Official and unofficial sources agree that
demand. The first Polaris (pre-Poseidon)
missiles were found to have a serious, the missile was vertical 'above the sub'nuclear safety problem', requiring a new marine, though there is no agreement on
safety mechanism to be installed during the whether it was-going to or from the depot
early sixties. In 1967, it was found that this ship. Unofficial sources say the crane-winch
device would normally malfunction,' and in ran away because the operator was affected
1978 it was revealed that 75 per cent of by' drink, drugs or both.' The U~N claims
Polaris warheads would have failed to 'mechanical malfunction' (but see accomproduce a nuclear explosion.
panying story).
After the 'automatic brake brought the
The leisurely pace of the Poseidon retrofit scheme suggests that the problem in this missile's fall to a violent halt, crewmen
aboard both shipsdived for cover. In -the
case affects safety, rather than explosive
capacity. The 'non-explosive:' Polaris warUSNversion:'
heads were all replaced' within a year.
The US Navy was never in any form of alert
Predictably, the US Navy declines to say
status, although personnel assigned were
whether the missile in the Holy Loch
required to report to duty stations to correct
incident contained\ LX09. Also, its officials,
the problems.
~

,

Eyewitnesses insist that all crew reported to
ratliation-protected
areas aboard, the Los
Alamos. No alarm, though, was issued to
the local community, or to Strathclyde
Police. Although the USN concedes that
the missile fell 'perhaps 12-14 feet' and hit a
'storage cell', they claimed last week that
investigation was still in progress.
, ,
Given the long-established deceptiveness
of official claims about nuclear-weapons
incidents, few experienced observers are
likely to take seriously the USN's description of the incident as 'minor'. Last
weekend, Congresswan Ro~ald Dellums
asked the Armed Services Committee in
Washington to investigate the 'serious'
accident at Holy Loch. Both of/the other
two Poseidon bases are in America, in
Connecticut and .South Carolina. :
. The British. Ministry of Defence has
recently received six copies of a report on
the Pantex explosion. Officials will not say
whether LX09 or related compounds are
used in British nuclear-weapons designs.
According to one well-informed US source,
there has been at least one LXP9 .accident
during British nuclear-weapons research.
Mofr-officials initially maintained that
the Pantex explosion had no relevance to

,
'safety in storage and transport of service
weapons', because it involved 'machining'.
This they withdrew when it was pointed out
that the only 'machining' involved a/tap
with a rubber mallet.
The American physicist Tom Cochrane
of the National Resources Defense Council
- author of the Nuclear Weapons Data Book
- says the LX09 clearly indicates 'a safety
problem'. Colleagues of his believe that the,
accident has. been classified by the USN at,
least into the second most serious category,
'Bent Spear'.
Robin Cook MP has asked the Defence
Secretary to produce a Parliamentary report on the incident. But it seems likely that
any British inquiry will be inhibited by the
Anglo-American Status of Forces agreement.
Scottish disquiet about Holy Loch, of!
course, is likely to increase. But for the
moment, at least, the official wall of silence
is likely to be preserved. Any real discussion ofthe issues raised by the condition of
the.Poseidon w~rheads is likely to demonstrate that the technology of sophisticated
-nuclear response - 'althpugh even more
complex and expensivethan MAD - is at
bottom just as unstable and illogical.
0

